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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Ratings are known to have a generosity error, provide limited
discrimination and distorted interpretation, and often fail to document
serious deficits. A potential source of these problems is rater judgement.
These problems compromise the capability of raters to maintain the
standards of rating. The authors propose a simple grading system to
improve this situation including providing feedback to raters. Method: The
authors developed a grading system named the Discrepancy-Agreement
Grade (DAG) to provide feedback on rater judgments. Dependent-t and
intraclass correlation tests were applied to determine discrepancy and
agreement levels of raters. Rater judgments were then classified into grades
A, B, C or D. This grading system was tested in an examination and a
student selection interview to assess rating judgments of examiners and
interviewers. The purpose was to evaluate the practicability of the grading
system to provide feedback on examiners’ and interviewers’ rating
judgements. Results: in the examination, five short essays were rated by
five pairs of senior lecturers. Out of 5 pairs, 2 (40%) obtained grade A and 3
(60%) obtained grade B. In the student selection interview, a total of 48
pairs of interviewers interviewed ten applicants. Out of 48 pairs, 20 (41.7%)
obtained grade A, 1 (2.1%) obtained grade B, 23 (47.9%) obtained grade C
and 4 (8.3%) obtained grade D. Conclusion: The grading system showed
variability of rater judgments on medical students’ and applicants’
performance in an examination and interview session respectively. It
provided feedback on the examiners’ and interviewers’ judgments on
candidate performances. This exercise demonstrated practicability of the
grading system to provide feedback on rater judgements.
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Introduction
Changes in the education environment are
putting pressure on medical schools to ensure
faculty accountability on assessment decisions
made and to document the quality of medical
education they provide (1). Faculty judgments on
medical students’ performance during medical
training are an important element in this effort to
document such quality procedures.
Faculty judgments are known to have a
generosity bias, often fail to document serious
deficits, are prone to distorted interpretation and
often provide limited discrimination on students’
performance (1). The potential sources of
judgment errors are the individual as the rater,
the form or scales used for rating, the items used
for rating and the objects of rating (2). These
problems compromise the capability of raters to
maintain the standards of rating.
Based on the literature, it appears that the main
source of rating error is the faculty judgment
variability, typically ranging between 80% to
90% (2). Therefore, relevant feedback regarding
faculty rating performance will help to improve
their rating performance in the future. As
reported by previous studies, feedback is a
powerful tool to improve individual performance
(3-6). The feedback will provide valuable
information to the faculty on their judgement on
the student performance. Feedback produces the
most impact when goals of feedback are specific,
is done in a non-threatening environment and
builds on changes from previous experience (36). Therefore, it is timely that the authors
introduce a grading system as a mechanism to
provide relevant feedback to the faculty about
their rating performance.

the examination being more structured than the
interview session, thus leading to less faculty
rating variability during the examination
Method
The Discrepancy-Agreement Grade (DAG)
The DAG was developed to measure inter-rater
variability based on two statistical tests which
are the dependent-t and intraclass correlation
(ICC). The dependent-t test and ICC are applied
to determine discrepancy and agreement between
two raters respectively. The discrepancy is
considered non-significant if p-value of the
dependent-t test is more than 0.05. The
agreement level is considered as acceptable
when the ICC value more than 0.4 (7-10). Based
on the results of the two tests, rater judgments
are classified into grades A, B, C or D (See
Table 1).
Grade A is the best condition where the two
raters have a good agreement level and are
scoring with similar weightages whereas Grade
D is the worst condition where the two raters are
in poor agreement and scoring with dissimilar
weightages. Grade B is the condition where the
two raters are scoring with different weightages
but have a good agreement level therefore taking
mean marks of both raters is recommended.
Grade C is the condition where the two raters
have a poor agreement level but with no obvious
discrepancy of mean marks given. Remarking
after discussion is recommended for grades C
and D. Grade A and B are considered as a good
level while grade C and D are considered as a
poor level of rater judgments. The description of
each category was summarised in the table 1.
Study design and sample

The authors designed two studies to evaluate the
practicality of the grading system in providing
feedback on the faculty rating performance
during examination and interview situations. The
authors hypothesised that if the grading system is
practical and valid, it will show lesser faculty
rating variability during the examination
compared to the interview session. This is due to
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Two cross-sectional studies were conducted on
two occasions which involved 1) five pairs of
senior lecturers who rated five short essay
questions (SEQ) in a final examination and 2) 48
pairs of experienced interviewers who
interviewed applicants of a medical degree
program. The discrepancy and agreement level
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between two examiners for each pair were
analysed and graded based on the DAG grid
(table 1). Each examiner and interviewer was
given an identity code to ensure they are
anonymous and for follow up purposes. Each
pair of SEQ examiners rated answer sheets of 44
medical students and each pair of interviewers
interviewed 10 applicants. Permission to conduct
the studies was obtained from the medical school
prior to the start of the studies.

Data collection
SEQ marks given by each examiner and
interview marks given by each interviewer were
obtained from the academic office.
Statistical analysis
SPSS version 18 was used to analyse the data.
ICC analysis was performed to measure interexaminer reliability and dependent-t test was
performed to measure discrepancy between the
two examiners. Data was cleaned prior to the
analyses.

Table 1: The Discrepancy-Agreement Grade (DAG) Grid: possible results of data analysis and recommended actions

Acceptable Agreement
(1> ICC > 0.4)
Non-acceptable Agreement
(ICC < 0.4)

Agreement Level(ICC)

Discrepancy (dependent-t test)
Not significant (p > 0.05)
Significant (p < 0.05)

++

Grade A

Grade B

The best situation.

The second best situation.

Raters are in agreement and are
scoring students with similar
weightages.

Raters are in agreement but are
scoring students using different
weightages.

+-

Recommended action: Marks scored
by the examiners can be used.

Grade C

Recommended action: Determine if
raters are giving more or less marks;
discuss possible reasons. Recommend
either re-marking done after
discussion or take the mean marks of
raters.
Grade D

The second worse situation

The worst situation

Raters are not in agreement but the
mean of marks given is not
significantly different.

1) Raters are not in agreement and the
mean of marks given are different.
Or

-+

Recommended action: Re-marking
after discussion.

-2) raters are in perfect agreement
(ICC = 1) and the mean of marks
given are the same (i.e. an indication
for the raters are not rating
independently).1
Recommended action: Re-marking
after discussion.
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Results
Five short essays were rated by five pairs of
senior lecturers. Out of 5 pairs, 2 (40%) obtained
grade A and 3 (60%) obtained grade B. These
results showed that there was good agreement
level between the examiners and less
discrepancy.
A total of 48 pairs of interviewers interviewed
ten applicants. Out of 48 pairs, 20 (41.7%)
obtained grade A, 1 (2.1%) obtained grade B, 23
(47.9%) obtained grade C and 4 (8.3%) obtained
grade D. These results showed that there was
variability between the interviewers with regards
to discrepancy and agreement levels. These
results supported the hypothesis that the grading
system is practical and valid; it showed lesser
faculty rating variability in the examination than
the interview session.
Discussion
Rater judgments are known to have a generosity
error, provide limited discrimination and
distorted interpretation and often fail to
document serious deficits (1). The potential
sources of these problems are related to the
mechanics of the rating task, the system used to
obtain ratings and factors affecting rater
judgement (1). These problems compromise the
capability of raters to maintain the standards of
rating. The authors call for an effort to stop the
erosion of standards by a simple grading system.

It is worth highlighting that there are many ways
to minimise influences of the potential sources of
rating errors. To minimise the rating errors
related to the raters, perhaps a few approaches
can be introduced which include faculty training
to observe the quality or attributes being rated,
familiarising faculty to the rating system being
used to rate student performance and establishing
clear expectations on rater roles in rating
performance (2). To minimise the rating errors
related to the scales and items medical schools
should standardize the rating form and make the
rating task as easy as possible (2). To minimise
the rating errors related to the objects being
rated, inter-rater reliability needs to be improved
and a triangulation technique can be used
whereby a decision on student performance are
decided based on multiple assessment tools (2).
It is worth stressing that most of the sources of
rating error are modifiable if appropriate
feedback given on rating performance to the
faculty. This is where the DAG can play a role in
providing such feedback to the raters.
The advantages of using the DAG include the
simplicity of the grading system and ease of
application, yet at the same time able to give
specific information on the rating performance of
raters. In addition, it is done in a non-threatening
way. Therefore, the DAG system has tremendous
potential to be adopted by medical and allied
health schools as a feedback mechanism to rater
judgments in various educational settings.
Conclusion

The results showed a low level of variability
among examiners in an examination and a high
level of variability between interviewers in rating
the performance of candidates. These results
supported the practicality and validity of the
grading system to provide feedback on rater
judgements.
The DAG was able to provide feedback with a
specific direction (i.e. agreement and
discrepancy levels). In addition, information was
obtained in a non-threatening manner. It also
provided specific information based on previous
rating performance. All these are good
characteristics of a feedback mechanism (3-6).
These findings suggest that the DAG might serve
as a promising feedback tool to improve rating
performance among faculty in educational
institutions. However, many further research
needs to be done to provide evidence of its
practicality and usefulness in various contexts.
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The grading system showed variability of rater
judgments on medical students’ and applicants’
performance in an examination and interview
session respectively. It provided feedback on the
examiners’ and interviewers’ judgments on
candidate
performances.
This
exercise
demonstrated practicability of the grading system
to provide feedback on rater judgements.
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